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VOLUME VI

President Golding Asks Help

In Solving Campus Pollution
BY PRESIDENT BRAGE GOLDING
The Environmental Teach-In to be held at Wright State University
tomorrow should be a successful affair, if the amount of thought,
Planning and work going into the day's events is any indication.
I certainly wish the organizers well for I believe this is a valid
and valuable exercise for the entire University community and for
those who visit our campus to participate.
Clie of the major topics to be covered is Environment and the
University. This, in part, was also a topic of discussion at the
: March session in the series G1 monthly open meetings I hold with
· Btlldents (at least with the very few who are interested in such
meetings).
talked at that time about the deplorable condition of many of
I ~WeClassrooms.
As the picture accompanying this column proves,
~~1 have an internal pollution problem of tremendous proportions.
thout a picture, it would be hard to believe the amount of trash
~ custocli.ans sweep up each night from classrooms which have
~e~ oc~up1ed during the previous day by people who profess to
mte111gent, thinking adults.
The students are to be criticized for this form of pollution, but
: are those faculty members who allow it to happen. Classrooms
~ n~ annexes to the cafeteria, but people bring in food and drink
the think nothing of leaving their debris on desks or dumping it on
llh fioor. Ash trays have been provided but they disappear. Even
th en they are present many smokers find it much easier to use
·
e noor,
evThese actions are intrinsically wrong at any time. They are
when they are committed by people who
11en more objectionable
Po~ supposedly more aware of and concerned with problems of
ution than the average citizen.
'9In a more practical :vay these actions ai:e. objectionable becau~e
, Y.constitute an Unfair burden on a specific segment of the Um
:~ty community: the custodial workers who are required to clean
1' e mess left by others.
lo he custodial staff is not overly large. We hire enough people
be Perform normal cleanup operations in each building. What is
~ found in some buildings, particularly Millett Hall, cannot be
lras idered nor mal by any stretch of the imagination. But the work
~be done and thus the load on individual employees is increased.
Y Of these employees have found the load too much for the
~8 they receive and have r esigped. They are not easy t o r eplace.
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Calendar

Ca m p-In:
Expe riment

TUESDAY , APRIL 21
9:00 - 10:00 am - Electronic
Data Proces sing Concepts Sem
inar, 206 Millett.
9:00 - 6:00 pm - Voting begins
BY PATRICK KEYES
for student Elections.
noon - 12:45 pm - Sailing
12
There is a barrier between
Club meeting, Conference r oom
the 20th century American and
1, University Center.
the natural world. A vast maze
pm - Chemistry Seminar,
4:00
of highways and steel, of junked
Dr. Anatoli Onopchenko (Gulf
automobiles and stinking rivers,
Research, Pittsburgh, Pa.),
separates us from the world
"The Modified Prins Reaction,"
of incredible complexity and sub
Oelman.
202,
tlety which exists independent
6:00 - 7:30 pm - Junior Kiwanis
of man. Even the pleasant gad
Circle K meeting, Conference
gets, that are characteristic of
room 1, University Center.
our "high" standard of living,
9:30 pm - 12:00 am - Beta Phi
cut us off from any apprecia
Omega meeting, Conference
tion of the natural world, Inter
1, University Center.
Room
state highways, fast cars, air
planes, TV sets, electric can WEDNESDAY 1 APRIL 22
openers and supermarkets trap NOTICE: Due to the following
event, food service will not be
us in a breakneck race for sat
provided on Wednesday in the
isfaction. These inventions blur
Allyn Hall Cafeteria.
our perception of time and real
MOST OF THE PEOPLE
9:00 am - 6:00 pm - Voting for
no
that
extent
an
such
to
ity
pollution at WSU stems
SBP, Senators and Representa
longer is the earth as it has
from food and cigarettes.
tives.
existed in slow flux for the 1.5
Janitors face a nightly
9:00 am - 9:00 pm - Environ
life
since
years
billion
3,5
to
clean- up of avoidable de
mental Teach-In, Panel dis
bris.
(Camp- In Con' t Page 5) cussions speakers & displays,
Allyn Hall Cafeteria. Four top
Another problem area, which could tend to get worse as the
ics: Environment & the Univer
weather gets better, is the throwing of trash from automobiles.
sity, Population & Land Use,
In spite of the trash cans spotted around the area, some people
Human Environment & Urban
debris
the
throwing
and
cars
their
in
lunch
think nothing of eating
Planning, and Envir onment &
out the window. This serves to defeat the many efforts being made
Pollution. NOTE: A time table
to preserve the natural beauty of our campus.
of events and speakers will be
keen
a
At this time, when Wright State University is displaying
posted at the Allyn Hall Cafe
awareness of pollution as one of the major problems facing man
teria. See Environmental Teach
kind, I ask everyone associated with the University- - students,
In Calendar, Page 3.
faculty, and staff--to reappr aise their own actions with regard
10:00 am - Geology Club meet
to the physical environment here.
ing, 229, Oelman.
A major problem will disappear if each of us will only remember
to use ash trays and waste baskets for their intended purposes. \ 3:00 pm - Wright start meeting,
Then more effort can be directed toward the pollution problems (Calendar Con't Page 7)
__,.
which are more difficult to solve.
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Sex Reaches New High

t

Y eah--sex ! You know, guys and dolls-

~nd now there are more of them than ever

before at WSU. And what do guys atuJ; dolls
do? VOTE!! of course, and then become
enlightened and involved in the Earth Day
activities, April 220
·
'

No kiddini--here's the chance we've
been waiting for all year. Tired of the
same ale hang-ups encountered every.
quarter? Want less talk and more ac~ion?
Cast a vote for the candidates who will
work.
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Letters To The Editor

After honoring the athletes of preciative of the magnitude
Thanks
Wright
state a
thank-yous your job and the spiritwithwhich
by-
~

Don't let an opportunity like this go
we'll have to live with the people we el~~t
for a whole year. Make part of the decision
yours.
And like Smokey would say--Make every
day EARTH DAY!

Religion Corner

~ew

To the Editor,

This is a belated speech to all
those who attended Wright State's
athletic banquet. • .and anyone
else who may be interested. Per
haps I should have made my
speech at the banquet tonight but
I'm sure I couldn't have said the
right words. So here it is. • ~

by John McGraw

days of Christ's earthly mi!1istry)
preached and lived. Aperson who
The basic contradiction be~ween communism and capitalis~, follows the earthly teachings of
idealism and practicality, and totalitarianism and. de~ocracy is Jesus Christ is not a Christian
embodied in the failure to understand what, in the Bible, is JEWISH (in the true sense of the word)
and what is CHRISTIAN. If the words of Christ, .per se, are to but a Jewish disciple. We need
be taken as the final authority for CHRISTIAN doctrme.' the. ho~est to realize that the New .Testa
scholar is faced with a dilemma that cannot be explamed m llght ment does not commence until the
of the bare facts of life. Christ COMMANDED his disciple~ ~o do death of Christ and the termi
things that no "Christian" has done since the days of the ministry nation of His earthly ministry.
Hebrews 9:16 and 9:17: "For
of Jesus Christ--or that short transitional period afterwai:ds w.hen
where ·a testament is, there must
those connected with· Christ's EARTHLY ministry were still al~ve.
also of necessity be the DEATH
H e commanded His disciples to raise the dead, heal th~ si~k;
of the testator. For a testament
and one of His most emphatic commandments was that His dis
is of for c e aft e r men are
ciples were not to go into the way df the GENTILES (Matthew
dead: otherwise it is of no
10:5). Since those people, after Christ's ministry, w~o have con
streniith at all while the testator
cerned themselves with Christian doctrine are Gentiles, .I w~uld
liveth.'' What we ·generally refer
think that they would find themselv:es in an inexplicable situation,
to as the "New Testament-
if they were to persist in the teaching that tne (earthly) WORDS
Matthew through "The Reve
of Christ are the basic source of CHRISTIAN doctrine.
___
The solution to this problem is applying the term to himself. lation"•-is both OLD and NEW
found when one comes to realize Act u a 11 y His name was not Testament--the NEW not starting
that Christ's EARTHLY ministry Christ; Hi~ name was Jest1s. until after Christ had died.
I have said above tha.'t the failure
("The Sermon on the Mount,"
'C hr i st, was . His- tit 1 e A.
"The Lord's Prayer,'' "The· dictionary definition would go to differentiate between Jew and
Olivet ·Disc OU r·s e," etc.) was like this:"AChristian is a person Christian :is the basic cause for
pr i mar i 1y 'JEWISH and no! who follows the . teachings -or "Such diverse· contradictions as
CHRISTIAN. When Christ came adheres to one. of the religions. 'Communism versus Capitalism'
into this world, He did not come based on the teachings of Jesus . · and · 'T0i:3.Htarianism . v·er s us
to the Gentile nations; He came c hrist." Actually, · such a defi• Democracy•' I will explain. ·The
to the nation of Israel (in par
nition is worthless. In order to teachings of 'Christ (as they are
ticular).· "And I knew 1!,im not: · understand the word CHRISTIAN, found in His earthly words) are
we need to look at its source. idealistic and apply to· a kingdom
but that he ·should be made mani
fest to ISRAEL•••" (John 1:31). 'Christi an,, naturally, comes in which He rules with a ROD OF
''And slie- shall bring forth a from the wordi'Christ' which, in IRON (Rev. 12). The religion of
son and thou shall call hi~ · name turn, is derived from the Greek the early ·Christians, after the
JESUS: for he shall sav·e HIS word KR Is T o.s which means rejection of ,Christ's earthly
PEOPLE from their (Israel's) •anointed one.' Not only was Jesus KINGDOM by ISRAEL, was not
sins" (Matthew 1:21). Ever Y a 'Christ,' Satan was (and is) so idealistic, but rather real
istic, dealing with mail as a fall
message that Jesus Christ and a 'Christ.' Eze,kiel 28:14: "Thou
en creature instead of dealing
His apostles (except Paul) art the ANOINTED (Mashiach in
addressed was addressed ·to a the Hebr_ew, Kiistos in the Greek) with him as a member of an earth
ly kingdom in which God was to
Jew"ish audience. The ministry'of cherub that covereth •••"
Jesus Christ was _ not a
Since, however, the word be the supreme ruler, and during
C HR IS T I AN ministry; it was
CHRISTIAN was applied to the which Satan would be bound. The
religion of the New Testament
JEWISH. He preache:ct a message disciples at ~tioch (Acts 11),
that' coricernect the EARTHLY and since the apostle Peter used was a religion that adhered to the
establishment . of a promised the term in a favorable manner, teaching that the kiqgd_s>ms_ of
this world--a t this time--are
there isnothingwrongwithapply
JEWISH KINGDOM with a JEW
ISH king sitting on the ,throne ing it to the true disciples of under the control of Satan and
of DAVID (not Peter)inJERUSA- Jesus Christ. It is just that we not God (II Corinthians 4:4).
All ideologies, except· one that
LEM {not Rome)."
·
need to understand its meaning
Now th'en, just yvhat. is a·cm:ist- . in its entirety. Therefore, we can is realistic in that it allews
ian? ' Te~imicallJ:', the term is· so say .that a Christian is. a person· self-determination and individual
initiative, ar_e ba~ed on the suppo
ambiguous ·that a true ~hUd of who preaches and lives in the
sitfon .that it is possible (with
God (in the , sense of the ~ey.r same manner as those in the days . man in his- pre~ent historical and
Testament) should be careful of • of the New Testa.'ment (not the moral' cond i fi on) to create a

shoufcfbe given to thosewhohave
made varsity athletics a reality.
A few years ago there was much
discussion whether Wright state
should even have varsity sports.
Much was said about how varsity
competition could detract from
the primary purpose of a uni
versity--that of providing a good
education. So I first want thank
those administrators, profes
sors, and students who were in
strumental in setting up an ath
letic program at Wright State.
For no one can deny that there
is competition in the classroom
and that there is competition in
the business world. Competition
on the athletic field is a good
training ground in learning how
to fight and win•••and in learn
ing how to fight and lose, (God
knows our soccer has had enough
experience in the latter). I am
grateful to those who had this
foresight.
To Mr. Don Mohr we are ap

you have treated the athletic pro
gram and the soccer team in par.
ticular. I know that we are t~
cause of more than a few gray
hairs thanks for patience and
'
"
perserverance
in carrymg
through the athletic program. We
are all aware of the problems
that are faced in beginning an
athletic program (Thanks also for
scheduling our overnights in the
fun spots of the state.)
If Mr. Mohr thinks that soccer
players are a different breed d
people then the next group surecy
is--the cheerlead ers. When! ,
think back at the games we playoo
at Ball State and Ohio Wesleyan
and other games when it was cold
and rainy and the cheers' kept
coming with undying enthusiasm
•••When I think back at all of the
posters and signs that were made
to promote school spirit and the
time and energy expended. • •
When I look back at some of the
bad times when the team W3$
down (like after Wittenberg), am
government that will eventually their spirit was still ther e, there
bring lasting peace and pros
perity--at least fo the adherents are no words that express my1
of that par tic u 1 a r philosophy. feelings--so for the team all
From the (Un)Holy Roman (as can say is thanks--you are some
of the finest people in the world!
in "We have no king but
The credit of changing football
CAESAR," John 18) Empire to
present day communism (as in payers, trackmen, and other ath~
letes into soccer players and in
"All that believed were together,
holding a team that under a .dif~
and had all things COMMON."-
ferent coach might have drift
All these were Jewish.(Acts
. . apart goes to Coach Bela Woll·
2:44), we can see ideologies that
ner; One can only admire ~Ia
set forth the hope that the king
when he. 1earns of his comjJlg
doms of this world can be govern
to . the United States and th~
ed with lasting peace--~ow • . All 
pro~lem$ he has overcome. He
such rdeologies fin.ct their proto
the kind ofperson thatplayerstrY
type in the Jewish kingdom_~s
to win for just because of the
outlined in the $criptures and as
person that he is. He truly be
declared by Jesus Christ during
came one of us.
His EARTHLY ministry. There is
Lastly and most important~
nothing Christian (technically)
thanks goes to the athletes them·
about such teaching. In other
selves. For what motivat~s ~
words, the teachings of Lenin,
letes to play for a school.
Hitler, and any other adherent
offers no sportscholarsh 1P'5
to idealistic-totalitarian-ideolo
grants, etc where facilities ~~
gy a.re, basically, the theoretical
limited and practices are h~
application of the Jewish kingdom
at odd hours off campus can
(as found in the Teachings of
be true sportsmanship. In par·
Christ) without the MORALITY
ticular thanks to the Mung Brcjh·
and RIGHTEOUSNESS that goes
ers who are something less t:
with that kingdom. It is ridicu
silent,
inactive, and apathetr~
lous to expect a MORAL and
From soccer to the turkey aid
RIGHTEOUS system of govern
from intramural baseball e
ment until -we, as individuals, are
basketball to the parties at th
just that--morel and righteous. In
University Center, the Mun~
our present historical context,
University Center, the Mool
we are not.
_
Brothers have personified sch se
(Editor's N o~e: Stu
spirit at Wright State. To the
dents, facult'y and
people, thanks too.
state
Three years ago Wright
staff are . invited to
. t soccer game,
played its fll's

°

submit articles for
the ·''Religion Corner.,,

·Con' t Page 1
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Earth Day Has A Purpose

Subv(!rsive Board

Due for Review

With the exception
Some time ago~ people all over the
BY RIC K FITCH
of the comm ittee's
country began to notice that their envir
WASHINGTON, (CPS) -- The Nixon administration is taking steps
statem ent of purpose
anment was going bad. Perhaps the firs t
to revive the Subersive Activities Control Board (SACB), the feder al
and the statement
persons to become alarmed were the con
agency that played a prominent role in government which hunts
for subversives conducted during the McCarthy era.
concerning the camp
servationis ts . Certainly~ the sportsmen
The President has asked Congress to approve the allocation of
out, all signed arti were among the first to show concern for
$798,000 to th€ . five-man board over a two year period--fiscal
1970-71--and the Justice Department is currently perfecting an
cles on the supple
the vanishing wildlife resources in this
executive order to give the board new authority to classify as sub
mentary
pages
deal
country.
versive any group advocating violence as a means to b.ring about
change in the u.s. government.
ing with Earth Day
ln the cities~ smog became a major
The SACB was created in 1950 basis of the hearings, the SACB
problem along with traffic jams and intol- are pure ~pinion or
under provisions of the Internal decides an individual or group is
the result of researcho. Security Act. It is a quasi-judi subversive, 'this information is
lerable noise levels. People became
cal body whose main fW1ction is included in a list circulated to
They are included as
to hold hearings on individuals all federal agencies for use in
aware that the very food they ate was poi
references for points or groups suspected by the Just screening applicants for employ
sening them. Finally, groups and indivi
ice Department of engaging in ment.
of discussion only.
subversive activity. If, on the
duals began to take action in the courts
and their private homes. Community ac
Opponents of the SACB contend
that it is absurd for taxpayers
tion has become a daily means of encoun
to pay five men $36,000 each
tering environmental problemso
per year and ten Civil Service
employees $14,500 each per year
Earth Day 1970 is a forum for indivi
in salaries to maintain a board
The
following
is
the
schedule
ert
Reece,
Assistant
Professor
duals and groups who wish to do some
whose
operations are of dubious
of events for Earth Day. All in Religion, WSU; Rev. James
constitutionality.
thing about the environment. At Wright
main activities are scheduled Hart, Christ Episcopal Church,
to be held in the Allyn Hall Dayton; Dr. Harold Fox, Reli
State, we are attempting to meet the en
gion Dept. of UD; Mrs Virginia
Cafeter ia.
vironmental cr isis on three levelso Fir s t:
ENVIRONMENT
Smilak, student moderator.
AND POLLUTION
we wish to provide concerned persons

Environin ental
Teach-In Calendar

HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

9:00 am - "Over view of Eco

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
catastrophe," Dr. Marvin Sei
with a bas i c knowledge of the environ
ger, Associate Professor in 6:30 pm - "The Aesthetics of
mental problem. Secondly: we would pro
Biology, wsu.
Environment," Dr. William D.
Baker, Dean of Liberal Arts,
10:00 am - "Pollution and Men
vide .a place where information can be ex
tal Attitudes."
wsu.
changed between interested parties. And
11:00 am - Keynote GuestSpeak 7:00 pm - "Ecology of Human
Environment," Mr. Shafer 1 in
thirdly: we hope to provide the uninvolved
er.
structor in Anthropology, wsu.
individ'lbli w i th the opportunity for in
ENVIRONMENT
7:30 pm - Panel: "Urban En
vironment and Urban Planning,"
AND THE UNIVERSITY
volvement by exposing him to a rich and
12 noon - Picture Presentation Mr. Alphabet of Dayton Model
varied gathering of groups and ideas.
of WSU Environment, Allan An
Cities Project; Burton Eskow1
derson.
instructor in Political Science,
lt has been said that the " environm ent-

WSU; Dr• .Ritchie of Psychology
12:30 pm - "A University's Pres
·ident's
View,"
Dr.
Brage
Gold
Dept. WSU; Michael Patchen,
al crusade" is s imp l y an eas y out for
ing, President of wsu.
instructor in Fine Arts, wsu.
persons who refuse to deal with pr ob
Moderator: D. Campbell, stu
12:50 pm - "WSU and Environ
mental Curriculum," Dr. Rob
dent wsu.
lems like violence in Am er ica, the War j
ert T. Conley, Dean of Science 9:00 pm - "The Lrldividual in the
and Engineering, wsu.
Ecosystem: A Response,,, Mr.
and racism. There are ample grounds
1:00 pm - " The Transportation James Trail of Geography Dept.,
Problem and WSU," Jay Free wsu.
for such a charge. However, these proband Pat Keys, students.
There will also be three semin
lems are very mur.h a part of the envir
ars conducted elsewhere on the
1:30 pm - ''Individual Ecotac
campus. Their locations will be
tics," Linda Hays, student.
onment. They too must be dealt with.
posted at Teach-In Headquar
ters in Allyn Hall. . . . .
POPULATION
.. 'we seek an environment which is more
AND LAND USE
10:00 am - Seminar conducted
2:00 pm - "Population Explosiop by a representative from the
than just livable, for man strives for the
and Controls," Robert Rock Dayton Power and Light Co.
optimal. Livability, the survival of the
well, graduate · student in Bio 1:00 pm -Student conducted sem
inar: "Can Environmental Con
logy.
species, is not enough. Fulfilment must be
2:30 pm - "The Consequences of trol Work in a Capitalist So
aur goal.
Environmental Manipulation," ciety?"
Dr. Jerry Hubschman, Asso 2:30 pm - DP&L Seminar will
ciate Professor in Biology, wsu. be repeated.
--Wright State Environmental Teach-in
3:00 pm - Panel: "Land Use
Committee
and Abuse," Dale Bertsch of Throughout . the day there will
the Regional Planning Commit also be twoparticipatroy exhibits
.tee; Thomas Cloud, Montgom on display. lJl the Lower Hearth
ery County Commissioner; Lounge of the student Center,
Clark Turner of Woolpert En- there will be a multi-mediashow
concerned with environment. In
. gineering & Planning•.
4:30 pm - Music by Mick Mont the lobby of Oelman Hall there
will also be population boxes to
gomery.
THERMAL POLLUTION
5:00 pm .- P~nel: "Ethics of En demonstrate the ~ffects of the
by Tom Phelps
vironmental Control/' Dr. Rob- population explosion. ·
fl In the Past few years a new source of pollution has been identi
:
This new pollutant is thermal pollution,. or pollution Qf the
rise would reach this limit. Since to dissipate this heat.
on's · waters by heat. Since heat has been recognized as a
Temperature is considered to
the discharge of heated waters
~tant, there has been much concern by ecologists over· the would raise the temperature of be the primary controller of life
W g Of the aquatic environment by man1s activities.
the water . an average ·of 10-30 by b i o1 i o g i s t s and the conse
for ater ~comes .thermally polluted when it is used by industry
degrees F., a large portion of quences of heating-an eco-system
stt eooung purposes and returned to the environment. No sub
the environment would become are well known. Many organisms
to :bite. for water, with its high specific heat, has ever been found
have no capacity to regulate their
uninhabitable.
.
1ISe lil these cooling op·erations. the tremendous am'"O~t~ · cl heat
All organisms are affected by a own tempera:~ur~ as man has and
By far, the largest source of ·that wilJ be produced (about 20 rise in the temperature, even if are therefore at the m e r c y of
Pollution is the electric million billion BTU's) 200 billion they have a way to control it their surroundings. Since waters
er companies. In 1968 they gallons of water will be required. themselves. Some grow larger or are heated by the sun, their
~ 45,000 billion gallons of In some more heavily p~pulated_ more abundant when their en temperatures may reach as high
water' three fourths of all the .and industrialized areas this vironment is heated. This in as 90 degrees F. on a summer
USed in this country for
amount would be equal to the creased growth may be offset by day. The Federal Water Pollution
COollng Purposes by ·industry. total amount of water available. other detrimental factorssuchas control .Association has declared
~:so it is predicted that the Since the trend is to use nuclear a smaller adult size or a short that waters above 93 degrees F.
Pr~ le Power companies will be generating plants they, with their .e r lifespan. Also, the large are cninhabitable for all fishes,
el~clng 2, OO0 kilowatts of greater _heat production ·of beat, numbers of the organisms can so under maximum conditions
"""'·lcity per hour. To cool . would require much more water decrease the · life giving oxygen only a t~ee degr.e e .temP.era~e

Aquatic Life_ Endangered
~Y Thermal Pollution
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in the water and kill everything,
as algae periodically do. Re
production is also affected by
temperature and although many
types of organisms can live in
heated waters they can nOt re- ·
produce, thus life cycles and food
chains are destroyed.
Since the demand for electricity
will not diminish, what can be
done to control thermal pollution?
Several proposals ha v e been
made to solve this pr oblem. One
of these is to use the heated
wate r for use on agricultural
lands to increase t he growing
season. Another is to use the
heated water in sewage treat
ment, and a third i~ to create
giant lakes to hold the water until
it has a chance to cool off.
All of these idea, though they
solve the problem, have draw-_
backs. Some are not economical,
others are not practical. other
methods are needed to solve
thermal pollution.
Two very similar methods have
been devised and though they too
have drawbacks, they have been
put to use in several power gen
erating plants. These are both
cooling towers and they can cool
large amounts of water rapidly.
One of these is a ''wet" tower.
Water is sprayed over a series
of l;>affels and heat is lost to the
surrounding air. Aseriousdraw
back with this type of tower is
it generates large amounts of
fog in cooler climates. A "dry"
tower eliminates this p,r oblem
and has only one drawback,
money. This tower works like an
automobile radiator. Large.fans
force air past a closed sys.te m
and the heat is dissipated. These
towers are more costly and some
of the power is needed to rW1
the fans.
other problems in the control
have to
of thermal pollution
be met before it can be controll
ed. We do have some advantage
in that heat was recognized as a
pollutant before the pollution was
serious. The question of solution
really lies with the public-as the
consumer of electricity. Do we
want to pay for thermal pollution
with decreased recreational and
food resources, or do we want to
pay a reasonable increase in
rates to control this ever growing ,

will

pro'Ql~m?
..~
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Combustion is a Villian

c

Sound Pollution

Noise is Deafening

:~ ( ( ((" _

,

BY DAVID C. BOWERS
- (Note: The following iS an edited form of a paper submitted by
Dav.id Bowers for the Graduate Seminar in Biology this past fall,
BY LOIS BRAVARD
It is reprinted with his permission fu its edited form, The full
paper is on file with the Biology Department,)
Another name for sound pollution and perhaps more ap
.
·
·
11 f
·
·
'
Propriate
T?e . outstanding characteristic of Los Angeles is not the pql
~sd~~dise podiffu ion. Noise is defined as unwanted sound. In spite Of
~la~ion. or weather, but the smog, • ,it is accompanied by eye
m ivi ua1
erences most people do agree on certain
b ·
·
sounds as
~ritahon, reduced visibility, damage to vegatation, ozone f orma
etmg n.01set. The stout~ces . of noise can be grouped in three main
bon, ~d a characteristic smell. Although first noted on a large
ca egories, ranspor a 10n,..mdustry, and home.
r
scale m Los Angles, smog is now seen at one time or another in
Noise is doubling every ten years, which may seem like a sm
almost every large city in the nation.
amount compared to the pollution rate of our water and atmo h au
Current understanding sees for~
but none the le.s s it is well worth controlling now. we may bes:et~:·
mation of photochemical smog lutents in one experiment were
ho~ked o~ ~oise~ In a July, 1968, Science News a new $10 mUUo~
like this: oxides ofnitrogen(pro- S02 and CO; in the other,· H2S
office. building m Cologne, Germany, with ultra-efficient SO\llld
duced largely by reation of 02 and various hydrocarbons, The
proofing has been driving the employees to complarn
· ab t
and N2 from the atmosphere researchers found that rats sub
·1
S
t
·
OU the
si .ence. oh. he bml~ers and architects are planning to installa
in high-temperature au t 0 en- jected to the pollutants suffered
noise mac me. It will provide a constant background of trafi'
g~es) and unburned hydrocar- a decrease in glycogen content,
so~nd along with a hubbu? of jangling telephone bells and t~~
bons (largely from auto engines) accumulation of lactic acid, in
writ.ers, Most places have JUst the opposite prolem, too much noi
react in a "complicated" way creased degradation anddistrub
Noise has a source, a path of
se,
in sunlight to produce ozone (03), ed synthysis of ATP and creatine
transmission, and a receiver. crease in loudness more rapidly
There are chain react i 0 n s in phosohoric acid, affected choline
The source, path, and receiver than high frequency tones when
which the intermediateformation esterase activity, SH-group con
are interrelated; one or two often the frequency level is raised,
of free radicals, derived from tent in blook serum, and content
depend on the other. Noise con- This is due to the hearing mech·
hydrocarbons, is a key factor. of vitamin C inadrenal glands •••
trol usually means noise reduc- anism of the listener. High in·
While much talk is given to the
While research continues in an tion of which there are
many tensity sounds at low frequency 1
pollution from open trash burn- attempt to analyze the effects
means, but noise control may are less loud than the same in·
ing, ~ower plant smoke, and in- of automobile pollution, steps mean an increase
in a pleasant tensity level at a higher fre.
dustrial smoke, the motor ve- have been taken to limit and sound to cover up an unpleasant quency.
As the frequency is very
hicle is the main source of air even reduce the amounts being
noise, such as the doctor who low or very high, the intensify
pollution in the United states
produced, California, the first plays
pleasant music to cover up can be greater and still give the
contributing 60.6 per cent of th~ state to officially recognize the the patients'
screams, N 0 is e same level of loudness. Suchdata
total air pollution, Automobiles problem and presently the most
control is economically impor- is obtained from sound juries
are the main source of the car- plagued state, is far ahead of tant to all
of us. But, especially which are groups of people who
bon monoxide and are the largest the federal government in reto the manufacturer. He needs are subjected to a reference
class of contributors of hydro~uiring cont r o 11 in g mechan
to get maximum efficiency out of sound and then asked to compare
carbons and nitrogen oxides, Colisms. • •
his workers at all times. Noise another sound to it in terms 11
lectively, some 80 million cars
The (Motor Vehicle Pollution
interfers with speech communi- loudness.
give off 86 million tons of pol- Control Board) has approved cations which can often be exNext let us consider how much
lutants,
more than 70 devices for new
pensive. Noise is a nuisance and sound we can withstand before
There are three sources of auto- and used cars, These devices a .health hazard to people, enough it damages our hearing ability,
mobile po 11 u ti on: crankcase are dealer-installed for 12-25 reason alone to
control it.
According to the Wisconsin Med·
vapors; exhause emissions; and dollars, and most control crank
Before continuing with methods ical Advisory committee in 195?1
fuel tank evaporations, Crank- case omissions.
of noise control, it may be help- if 80 per cent of all employees
case vapors, which account for
As of 1967, California has not ful to be familiar with the physi- who are continuously exposed to
about 25 per cent of the total required control of gas o 1 in e
cal properties of sound, Sound steady noise are to r eceive no
pollution can frequently be seen
evaporation, although there are
travels in waves. The wave of a sign1iicant hearing loss, the so\llll
especially on older cars which presently several bills in the
pure tone would look similar to a pressure level in the 3 00-600C~$
smoke rather heavily. • .oil,
legislature for such control and
sine wave. At certain intervals octave band should be less than
rather than gasoline, is the major
~t will soon be controlled. It the wave repeats
itself, each 90 db and the exposure time
pollutant source.
is felt that a combination of sev
:r:epetition is called a cycle. This should be less than three years,
About 10 per cent of the poleral simple controls will suf
measurement is called the freHearing losses due to noise ex·
lution comes from fumes re- . fice in the containment of°vapors,
quency and is expressed in cy- posure tend to reach a maximum
lated to fuel tanks, This is found
The exhaust system is the big cles per sec (cps). The
more for frequencies in the 3000-6000
when transferringfuelfrompump
source of pollution, and this fin- cycles per sec, the higher
the cps range for any given expostire,
to car, evaporation from the ally came under legislation when
frequency and thus the higher
Occupational deafness concerns
tank, and fume losses through all cars manufactured for sale
the pitch of the sound, There is itself with the ability of employees
the carburetor.
in California after 1965 were reanother dimension of sound, the to understand speech--not for
The major source, involving quired to have approved control
sound pressure level or intensity example, with their ability to
some ' 65 per cent of the pol- devices. The cost of these de
which is expressed in decibels appreciate high fidelity music.
lution,' is the exhause. It is re- vices must, by law, be less than (db), The intensity
varies with the The nature of speech is such
sponsible for all of the carbon 5_0 dollars. In one year, 1,4 mil- frequency. As
the frequency in- that it is only the values ~
.monoxide and more than half llon California .cars were so creases the sound
pressure level hearing loss in the fr equency
of the hydrocarbons. • •
equipped. • •This has reduced decreases, As the frequency in- range 500-2000
cps that are im·
The types of air pollution have exhaust emissions by roughly creases the sound pressure level portant.
Hearing losses above
been defined and the amounts
50 per cent.
decreases. Listed below are a and below this range do not all"
given off by automobiles have
The present outlook on air pol- few common sounds and their preciably affect one's ability to
~een ~easured. The next step
lution from automobiles has the sound pressure levels,
understand speech, It is noise
is to hst and study the diseases
brightest outlook of all the polSound
Pressure
Level
(db)
i~
below
1000 cps which causesloSS
(or damage) caused by air pol- · 1ution problems. The problems
on the left and Source is on right:
?f hearing of speech, and thUS
lution. This is a problem since
are not being completely elimin
130
Base drum at 3 ft., peak is the most important noise to be
to this date, no disease' has a · ated, but ~hey are being reduced
controlled,
Automobile horn, 3 ft,
primary cause-effect relationand at a fairly economical cost' 11120o
Noise not only deafens us, but
ship to air pollution produced by
when compared to other pollutio~
it also affects our behavior. NoiSe
Automobile
at 40 mph,
90
automobiles. • ,But due to the
problems• . But as America, as
inside
is annoying, People differe in wha1
lack of, • ,graphic evidence, the
for that matter, the world grow
oo·
annoys them; it often depends al
health hazards of air pollution
there will be more and more car~
ice with tabulating the individual's attitude of the
machine
would have to be labeled nonto pollute the air. For this reaConversational
speech ' source, A study done by coder·
70
disease, These would be eye
son, alternative methods for
3 ft.
'
lof, et, al., showed that pee4Jle,
and nasal irritation, effects uptransporation will have to be
Residential kitchen
living near an airport who were
60
on physical fitness, etc. That
studied, Internal combustion enpositively influenced about air·
50
air pollution may be associated
gines may never be banned from
planes were less annoyed by them
w.ith asthma, emphysema, heart
the nation's highways, but their
than people who had been neg·
A third eimension of sound which atively influenced about airplanes
disease, or lung cancer cannot
use may someday have to be
is dependent on the frequency previous to when the poll was
be denied, but at this point in
limited.
time, to say . that they are causUnless industry, government, and the intensity is the loudness
ed by air pollution is to over- and the consumer combine to which is expressed in phons:
step the bounds of emperical reduce the present increase in (Phons is a seldom used expres
sion because it is difficult to
evidence.
automobile-induced air pollution
measure loudness). According to
Two studies have been done the steam and electric cars
on the shor t-term physiological the past may be the cars of the the Handbook of Noise Control by
Harris, low frequency tones in
effects of air poll~~i~n. T?~ pol- future,
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CAMP-IN (Cont from Po 1}

Pollution is Physical and _MentqZ..

began considered "real." To the
average American ureality" is
is not education. ~1, an ac:ther
ready exist in the minds of those
BY FRANK J. LEAVITT
the world or beer cans and col
er to Humpty Dumpty's theory
who exercise power over the
Department
of
Philosophy
or TV· a world which was nonof meaning, acknowledge the right
physical environment, then the
_,~..~t '10 years ago. (The life
of the reader to make his own physical environment will never
eJJDW
•
)
Some
time
after
Wittengenstein
span of the average American •
choices about the use of words.)
be of the sort which is neces
Net only does the present way left Cambridge to take up a job
The environment within which sary to education.
as
a
village
schoolmaster
in
of life cause profound social
Wittgenstein's pup i 1 s received
Had Wittgenstein been foolish
Austria, he remarked, in a let
cootusion and disruption by un
the little education which their enough to attempt to convince
cootrolled manipulation of the ter to his for mer teacher, Bert
teacher was able to smuggle into those who were ih charge of the
public trusts of air, water and rand Russell, the "men of this the classroom may be divided physical environment, the village
scenery, it is a swift route to village are wicked." Russell re
into two "parts:" the physical elders, to make the physical en
destruction. Every four seconds plied, "But all men are wicked." and, let us say, the mental. On vironment into one appropriate
And
Wittengenstein replied in the part of the
a new American arrives on the
physical, we have to education, he would have had,
scene and commences to devour return, "'1'he men of this vil
the wans, floors, and ceiling of first, to change the mental at
lage
are
the
most
wicked of the classroom, the pupils' desks,
50 tons of food, 28 tons of iron all."
titudes of the elders. He would
He cited as evidence the
aOO steel, 1,200 barrels of pet
textbooks, pens, and inkpots, the have had to cause them to be
fact
that
the
elders
of
this
vil
roleum products, a ton and a
presence of the teacher's body come benevolent towards educa
half of ~fiber and 4,500 cubic lage would not permit Wittgen
at the front of the room, and tion. But it is hard to see how,
stein
to
teach
their
children
any
feet of wood and paper. He will
the noises emitting from his unless one is very lucky, one
thing
which did not contribute
contribute 100 tons of waste by
body. On the part of the men
can cause a man to be bene
the time he dies. This does not to their ability to earn money. tal, we have the rather unformed volent towards what I am call
I
have
never
visited the vil
include the cost of the tremen
attitudes of the pupils, the noble, ing ''education," unless that man
dous amount of electricity he lage where Wittgenstein was un
but mostly imprisoned, thoughts has already received a fairly
fortunate
enough
to
teach;
and
will use to power his electrical
of the teacher, and the wicked large amount of education. Per
I have never studied in Cam
conveniences.
hearts of the village elders.
haps this is why Wittgenstein
bridge.
But
I
think
it is safe
ccif the whole world had equal
It might b e thought that the did not remain a village school
rights and everyone burned fuel to say that an educational en
only part of an environment which master for very long.
as fast as the u.s., the reserves vironment is better to the de
bears upon education is what I
The above parable is not in
would be gone very soon. The gree to which it resembles Witt
have been calling the "mental," tended to apply to any one edu
u.s. per capita rate of fossil genstein's village. Should this But this is very far from being cational environment any more
tuel is from 10 to a hundred latter resemblance go too far, true. There is, in fact, an in
than to any other. Nor is it
times as great as the majority the environment in question will timate connection between the intended to apply only to edu
no
longer
be educational at an. mental and the physical sides of cational environments. our cit
of people (the Silent Majority?)
For, in the sense in which I any environment. lfthe construc
who life in underdeveloped coun
ies, for example, will have the
tries," (John (\ Mitchell, Science choose to use the word, "ed tion of one's classroom does not beauty and tranquility which are
ucation," education goes on only convey the appropriate peace and necessary to human happiness
writer for "Newsweek.")
It is obvious that the present when people are developing and serenity, if one's textbooks are only when the appropriate at
way of life is destructive and exercising their intellectual fac
not of the appropriate sort, and titudes happen to come into the
wasteful, We feel that a new ulties for ·no other reason than if the teacher does not make the
minds of those who control our
synthesis of man's technological that it is good to develop and appropriate noises, then the ap
cities. But it is hard to see how
power with a deep appreciation to exercise one's intellectual fac propriate attitudes will not be such attitudes will ever come
for the natural worls and the ulties. Training, for the purpose likely to arise in the minds of into the mins of those who have
needs of the individual is needed of making some contribution or
had little experience of the beau
the pupils. But if the mental en
in order to meet the challenge other to one's own, or to some
ty and tranquility which are nec
vironment is not right, if the
of restoring the balance of man one else's material well-being.
essary to human happiness.
appropriate attitudes do not alarid nature. In order to explore
the alternatives to the breakneck
maze in which we are trapped
we propose a camp-in on a small
DR JOHN TREACY
they perceive as putting them
area of the fields of the Wright
draftees being forced to accept
Economics
selves in the best position. At
State campus.
standard wages.
the present time certain align
This camp would last for about
Haunting this first group is the
The
environmental
bog
has
re
ments are starting to form and
two weeks, beginning on April
problem first posed by T. R.
23. It would be a temporary cently replaced mom, applie pie, they promise to provide focal
Malthus in Population: The First
points on its arguments over pol
co muniq of Wright State stu- and the flag as the most evoca
Essay (1798) "· ••that the power
re,
ents, committed to experienc- tive political symbol of the day. lution issues that will reach for
in the population is indefinitely
a long time into the future.
ns
ing the now of the natural world, Supporters of a cleaned up en
greater ttian the power in the
vironment
run
the gamut of the
One of these groups will en
ees and conducting an experiment
earth to produce subsistence for
political spectrum from the far compass those who hold to the
for
in basic living.
man.'' Seemingly the develope
to
Natural foods will be prepared right to the left and includes an view that technological solutions
ment of a powerful! new tech
can be found for current and fu
by co-operative effort. All pol age distribution that easily en
nology with the coming of the
luting and wasteful materials, compasses bearded youth with the ture problems. Included in this
industrial revolution he 1d in
such as bottles, cans and over brittle old lady wearing tennis group will be large numbers of
obeyance the dolefull conclusions
elaborate packaging will be ab- shoes. At first appearances the the university, scientific and en
flowing from his law of dimin
sent. Regular campus toiletfaci- lamb and the lion have united, or gineering community as well as
ishing returns which earned Ec
lilies will be used All effort will · have they?
business firms smelling the pos
onomics the title; The dismal
av- be made by each individual in Since the environment issue has sibilities of profits in the scale
science. This new savior has
to
this small community to prevent ~~ far se~8? the role of a pol
of products and services in the
faltered badly in dealing with
ise
any pollution and careless de- ihcal pacifier for the frustra
anti-pollution field. Many in this
little yellow men in black pa
ioss \ facement of the land
tions of Viet Nam ("Let the group argue that the cold war in
}amas, who seem not to hold
thus
We feel that the s~lution to the kids celebrate Earth Week and South East Asia and the efforts
our technological superiority in
obe
present environmental crisis can maybe they won't tear up the in space have subverted our tech
awe. Even more disturbing is
only be found through new out- R.o.T.C. building." "They nological capability from dealing
the question of how this group
but
looks on man and his world wouldn't let us fully utilize our with domestic issues of envir
is going to deal with a version
oiSe We hope to gain a new perspec~ technical superiority for all all onment.
of the Malthusion view embodied
ha!
tive mto what really is neces- out war.") It has tended to cover
They call for a realignment of
in the fundamental physical law
s ti! sary for a meaningful and joy- up the large differences that
our national priorities and adiv
of conservation of mass.
the
ous life. We hope to discover surfac? as soon as a me~mg- ision of substantial funds from the
Nature does not permit the dis
tler·
the aestlietic and spiritual values full prize emerges. The.prize ?r Depa1;'tm~nt of Defense and NASA
truction of matter except by an
~le
the world Of grass trees and its counterpart, penalties, will into polutional control and de
nihilation with antimatter or put
~~~ stars has to offer 'through di- tend t~ div.ide up the enviro~ velopment. In addifion to in
ting it into laymens terms, the
rect experience. The Wright State mentalists into a nui:iber °! dif
creased funds they reason that
Earth is a closed system where
eampus is the choice for the ferent groups each with a differ doing away with the draft will
nothing is distroyed but rather
camp-in because it concerns us ent version of how to solve the permit men to select careers
it is transformed into other
so directly; it truly is our im- ecol.ogy of the planet earth. .
not on the basis of gaining a
forms. We have up until this
mediate environment
It is easy to be for or agamst deferment but rather on a basis
period of time an abundance of
We feel that knowledgeable ac- an issue so. long as qu?stions of of real social needs. Doing away
water and air into which dis
tton, for the protection of our sac- who will gam the ~enefits or pay with the draft would also allow
charged residuals · of the ec
rec:t trust as wise stewards ofthe the cost do not arise. Once these us to assess the full costs of
onomics consemption process.
earth will be the result of the questions come to the foreground our defense establishment since
Their existence in ab u n den c e
Wright state Universicy camp- however, sides will form up as the draft hides a significant part
tn.
_individuals make choices ".'hich of the costs which are paid by

Environment Bogs Down Economy
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Classified Ads

D.D.T. Destroys Wildlife

BY T. H. CHANEY

l·
of the argument. It has been
stated that DDT has probably
saved and extended more lives
than any other man-made chem
ical substance in history, When
it was first discovered it was
used by the ar my to control in
sect-born diseases such as mal
aria or typhus, an.great incapa
citators of armies, Because of
its use in controlling disease,
DDT has been the credit or blame,
for the population explosion in
India,

The ultimate concern of a study
of the ecological effects of any

Part-time w o r k with College
Computer Dating Service, $2.50
per heur or commissions. 2786101 anytime.

cellent. 224-4885.
Lest: Helbros watch in Fawcett
Hall, leather band. Reward for
return, call 263-2869,

DDT has been the most publi
pesticide is whether or not ther e
cized , of all the pesticides in
is inhibition of the production of For Sale: '67 VW Fastback, r ed For Parties -- 878-7742 •• re.
use and ther efor e the most con
corded message.
the entire ecosystem. This has
and white interior, R&H, extrov.e rsial•. It holds this unique
with
yet
as
illustrated
been
not
p os ition for several reasons.
DDT. There is some strong pre
DDT, a member of the family
evidence in this area
sumptive
pes
of chlorinated hydr ocfil'.bon
thougn. One project has indicated
ticides, was the first of today's
that DDT does inhibit the photo
modern pesticides to be discov
synthesis in phytoplankton which
ered, first coming into use around
produce approximately 70 per
the· end of World War II. It is
cent of the world' s free oxygen
the most widely used of the pes
Resources for self-education in leading cities' critics. Also Jane
(ACS, 1969). Obviously there is areas being covered by the teach
ticides mainly because it is cheap
Jacobs' "The Death and Life Of
still need for much more re
and effective. One hundred and
in are available in the Univer
Great American Cities" offers
of
use
the
alone,
u.s.
the
In
the
before
area
this
in
search
fourteen mi 11 i on pounds were
sity Bookstore.
a new way of viewing the eco.
mosquito
controlling
in
DDT
role of DDT in the ~cosystem
produced last year in the u.s.
As the result of a list of books nomic and human aspects of life
the
to
led
has
malaria
bqrn
evaluated.
fully
be
can
and it sold for about $.17 a
suggested by the WSU Teach-In in the big city.
In relation to human health there C o m m i tt e e and Mr. Robert
pound. This accounts for more disease's virtual disappearance.
Copies of some of the Sierra
Before World War n, malaria is also no evidence that DDT
than 20 per cent of all pesti
endemic to the residues stored in human tissues Spriggs, bookstore manager, a Club-Ballantine delux p ict ure
considered
was
cides used.
special environment section has books are available of which
DDT combines the properties southern United States, In 1955, are in themselves harmful to been set up in the basement of "In Wilderness Is the Preser.
almost 140,000 cases were re
humans (Zavon, l969t ACS, 1969). the Student Center. The books vation of the World." There is
of broad biologic activity with
were 73. At present DDT residues in hu
chemical stability, mobility and ported, in 1961 there
are on sale from 8:30 to 4:30 also a wide assortment of books
solubility characteristics that Malaria is no longer a health mans range from 10 to 20 ppm and from 6:00 to 9:00 during on other environmental topics,
still
are
there
but
here,
problem
and in the U. s. they appear to the teach- in.
cause it to become accumulated
by living organisms. It enters many under developed na t ions have r eached a constant con
Am~:mg the titles available are
where it is or would be if the centration in the body fat. Vol
the food chain from the inorgan
classic indictments of pes
the
ic environment either by direct use of DDT were stopped. The unteers have tolerated as much ticides and the population prob
Greene Ct Sport
absorption through the skin or effect of our decision here on as 35mg. of DDT per man per lem: " Silent Spring by Rachel
gills .in an aquatic habitat or those nations must be taken into day for up to 21 months with no Carson and Dr. Paul Ehrlich's
Parachute Center
by contaminating the food of the consideration.
detectable effects. This is about "The Population Bomb,"
Xenia, Ohio
200 times nor mal intake (ACS,
organism in any habitat. For ex"Redoing America" by Edmund
miles east of Xenia on
(2
In regard to the effects of DDT
.ample, in an aquatic habitat it
1969).
Faltermayer is a report on "how
Monroe Siding off Route 35)
can be absorbed by suspended on wildlife there are two to be
to make cities and suburbs liv
STUDENT TRAINING CLASSES
In the final analysis the r ole able." It covers the standard
particles in the water which are -considered. The immediate af
taken in by filter feeding fish. fects of large lethal doses and the
of DDT is going to be evaluated
11 :00 and 1:00
a
has
ar eas of concern and also
economically by any ruling body. chapter on the subject of "Can
And, it increases in concentra- effects of long-term low-level
open seven days a week
The gain is general human and Democracy Reshape Its Envir
tion in the organisms of each doses. The r esults of the firs~
DAWN to DUSK
level as one moves up the food are obvious and will not be cov
animal welfare will be weighed onment?"
Jump Course
First
chain, DDT's very stable, last- erect her e. DDT is known to be against the loss of health by
For an overview of the whole
$37.50
ing up to 10 year s in the en- poisonous to almost all.animals
wildlife and man resulting from area of ecology and a good gen
Groups of 5 or More
vironment, and it is insoluable including hamans if taken in large the use of DDT. So far the evid
eral introduction by one of the
Only $27.50 Per Person
in water so it is not washed amounts. The more important ence indicates that the positive for most ecological writers of
Price includes: Logbook, All
concern is whether or not the factor s far outweigh the negative, today, there is "Ecology" by
away quickly.
Training, All Equipment, .
Thus in animals, chances of storage of its residues has a It is a simple matter of aes
Eugene P. Odum.
exposure to DDT are much great- detrimental effect on the organ
and Jump
thetics versus economics and
" Moment in the Sun" by Rob
er than many other pesticides. 1Sm involved, Althoush much re
so far our society has shown ert Reinow offers an intreging
$6.00 ea jump after that
It is soluable in fats, though, search has been done --iQ the
a strong tendency towards favor
(includes equipment)
an a 1y s i s of the deteriorating
so it builds up in the fatty tis- area, there are not as yet aey ing economics. It must be em
quality of environment.
ther Information Contact:
Fur
For
sues of animals. In a study con- conclusive results (ACS, 1969). phasized though that more re
Meanwhile, in the area of ur
R WE ST
JAMES
Much of the criticism leveled search is needed particularly ban development, Roger Starr's
ducted by the California DeSiding
Monroe
RR5,
health
human
to
on
i
1at
e
r
in
. partment of Fish and Game, 2,100 at DDT has been the result of
"Urban Choices" assesses ur
Ohio
,
Xenia
samples from 86 species of Cal- the belief that it is responsible factors.
ban ills, -makes suggestions for
Phone 37 2- 611 6
ifornia wildlife were collected for the decline in the populations
cures, and offers critiques of
and analyzed for pesticide r esi- of many bird species , most not
dues. They found that chlorinated ably the Peregrine falcon and
BRITISH
hydrocarbon r es idues.were pre- the bald eagle. There is a great
EUROPEAN
sent almost universally with DDT deal of evidence in this . area
thin
to
DDT
elate
r
to
trying1
The
highest.
the
usually
esidues
r
IMPORTS
ubiquity of DDT is illustrated eggsP,ells and diminished repro
2958 BEAVER VALLEY RD
by. the fact that it is in the tis- ductive su.ccess but most O! it
sues of both fish and penguins is ci r cu ms-tan ti a 1 (Wurster,
FAIRBORN
1969). To further confuse the
in Antarctica..
879-1741
.to get the answer attend the
So, we are all well aware of the · issue F. L. Cherms of the Uni
Service and parts for all
Environmental Teach-ln and
arguments DDT. It is almost versity of Wisconsin, depart
makes of European cars.
universally present in the en- ment of .Poultry Science, related
Factory trained European
read several of the many new
vironment. Almost all animals, that in his experiments with Ja
Mechanics.
titles just received at the
including humans, contain low- panese quail, levels of 200ppm
Special 15 %Student
level amounts of its residues of DDT in their diets had no ef
in their tissues. It has been fect on eggshell thickness or
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bJa.med for causing rapid decline reproductive rates in five gen
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Dorm Space
Availa ble

1~tng

to Bowling Green 11-1.
Needless to say soccer has
come a long way since our first
drubbing, we are now in the
upper division of the state and
we play all varsity teams, The
credit for this goes to all of those
mentioned above,
Sincerely,
Jim Sillery
co-captain, soccer team
p,s, I didn't intentionally gloss
over our basketball and gym
nastics teams who in many cases
such as practices, equipment etc.
overcame barriers greater than
those of the soccer team, In their
first year they have added muc.h
to Wright state and have laid a
solid foundation for an expanded
sports program. They are surely
included when. I spoke of the
athletes above.

Radical Rap
To the Editor,
Friday I attempted to communi
cate, or rap as he would say it,
with student Bod y President
hepetul Doug Campbell over a
release I wrote for his opponent
Ann Moloney. I came away be
dazzled, bewondered, and be
fuddled, The whole thing revolved
around one sentence. "Unlike
Doug, I do not believe the book
store is cheating, robbing, or
raping the students of Wright
State, This is construed as mud
slinging, if so I apoligize to
Doug and to ALL those offended
by it,
I, however, will not apologize
_for my q>inion of Mr, Campbell
during the session (although I
will undoubtedly be asked to),
I found him to be running in
several directions at once. He
hopes it is not a race of per
sonality, but believes there are
no real issues, Aself proclaimed
coostructive radical he stated
that if student Government was
· unresponsive to his program, he
bas the right and would destroy
it. (Indeed he has the right to
destroy any government under
which he is governed that is
Wll'esponsive to his demands,
We all do, fortunately or unfor
tunately, as the case may be,
n<t many of us have the power.)
I have asked Doug to present
this last point to the students.
I hope he will, it would hopefully
clear a very MUDDY point,

The concensus of these candi
dates is that student involve
ment in a popular government
is needed at Wright state, The
representati ves to the student
governing body must have the
ideas of the university commun
ity behind them in order to run
an effective _senate.
They will listen to the just criti
cism of the constituency we re
present and wee to it that the

0~,·
J\m & Eva

/

ideas are properly reviewed by
the agency set up for this pur
pose.
This university community is
as diverse as it is dynamic and
the issues that should be viewed
by the government reflect this,
Mike Purdy is studying Pol,
Science, Ron Brooks is in the
Libera 1 Arts-Econo mics divi
sion, Jim Estep is studying Psy
chology and Sociology and is cur-

Lay away now
for Christm as

CONGRATULATTONS
To the followin g
People for filling
this hole:

Jim & Debi

PURDY

Cand idate s Vie For Seats

Eric Scott Bowers
Managing Editor
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Each per man t 1y regis
tered Keepsake diamond
ring is a beauty to behold
, • ,Make your very per
sOOal selection at our st.ore

soon.
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Colonial Jewelers
136 N. MAIN ST.
Ex•:.lusive Downtown
Keepsake Dealer

31 SQMain Street
Miamisb urg, Ohio

rently employed by the GUARD
IAN, and Denise Vincent is pur
suing a degree in Education.
These four candidates represent
a fairly broad range of interests
and will be able to form an ac
curate synthesis concerning the
views of our students as a whole?
Elections will be held from the
2oth to the 24th of this montha.nd
votes will.be necessary to enforce
your views.

CALENDER
(Continued from page 1)
301 Millett,
6:30 pm - Dean Baker moderat
ing panel on "Aesthetics of En
vironment,"
THURSDAY, APRIL 23
9:00 am - 6:00 pm - Student
Elections, voting,
12 noon - WSU Committee, Day
ton Chamber of Commerce
meeting, Private Dining Room,
University Center.
12 noon - Newman Club meeting,
205 Millett.
7:00 - 9:30 pm - Honors Semin
ar, High School Juniors, "Eco
logy," by Dr, Jerry Hubsch
man, 314 Millett.
7:00 - 9:30 pm - Honors Semin
ar, High School Seniors, "Eco
logy," by Dr, Jerry Hubsch
man, 314 Millett,
FRIDAY 1 APRIL 24
9:00 am - 12 noon - Voting in
Student Elections,
8:45 am - 3:00 pm - Ohio Asso
ciation of Counselor Education
& Supervisi on, Conference
meeting, 450 Millett,
11:45 am - . Luncheon, Private
Dining Room, University Cen
ter.
SUNDAY 1 APRIL 26
11:30 am - WRIGHT STATE AND
YOU, Channel 2.
3:00 pm - Music Department ,
Faculty Recital Program in hon
or of 20oth Anniversary of Bee
thoven, Soloists: Barbara Fos
ter, Piano, and Patricia Olds,
Cello,

THE GRAPEVINE
THURSDAY PRESENTS

William &
· Joyce
S-tudent Center 7 to 11

Wright State's first students
in-residenc e will begin to move
into the University's new, car
peted, air-conditio ned residence
hall this September. The hall
promises to be unique among
modern university dormitories ,
as it includes none of the bar
racks-style , 4-6 student, liv
ing quarters other universities
are now building, All rooms are
shared by only two students,
with built-in desks, dressers,
beds and closets, and fully air
conditioned.
Residents of the hall will be
served three meals each day in
the University Center, and will
not even have to step out into the
rain to get there, due to the con
struction of enclosed passage
ways which will line a tiny gar
den between the Center and the
residence hall,
One hundred fifty-six men and
one hundred fifty-six women will
share the new residence hall
facility and will pioneer in the
developmen t of programs and
activities geared to the student
of the seventies,
The Office of the Dean of Stu
dents has announced that space
still remains in the hallfor those
students interested in sharing
in Wright State's first student .
residential experience, The total
cost for room and board will be
$420 per quarter.

VOTE

For

Jim Estep
Junior Senator
Rapid Reading
in 4 Weeks!
$85
/Dr. Joyce Brothers
Program Consultant

If you•re like most college students, you probably didn•t
read and understand all the material you should have last
night. The reason was probably very simple: It would have
taken too long,
College students Quote:
• I found the course very beneficial. Just while .faking the
course, I have found ~hat my grades have improved·. I .feel
that I owe it all to ,this course•. I'll have this new skill all
through life and I'm thankful for it.
.
• I think I will be able to write a much improved graduate
record exam.
I Before enrolling in this course, I had a difficult time doing
all of the required reading.

Reserva tions now being taken for Spring
and Summer ~lasses
Cal I 2-24-9237
USE YOUR,.,
o BANKAMERICARD o. MASTER CHARGE o SHOJ?PERS CHARGE
.

-- ---~------------THE READ-ABIL
ITY
SYSTEM ------.
The Personal Development Institute
137 North M~in St, - Harries Building
May (2) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Further Information Desired
NAME ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

. ADDRESS ........... ........... ........... ........... .. ... .
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Campbell R efutes Moloney
I would like to introduce this
rebuttal to Miss Moloney•s let
ter of · the 15th by first stating
that I am highly impressed with
her editorial abilities. My loyal
opposition has managed to take
the. paragraph ". • .I feel that
even · .i f prices can't be changed,
·SAGA and the Bookstore, by vir
tue ·of their monopoly positions
on this campus, owe the students
they serve a p.e riodic statement
of earnings, expenditures, and
policy .changes and should work
with · students for the common
good
" and twisted it to ap
pear• to be irrahonal diatribe.
It was not.
I don't feel that SAGA or the
Bookstore are "cheating, raping,
or robbing" us; they ar~ mer~
ly insensitive to our fmanc1al
position. Do you feel that a 24
per cent markup is reasonable
for a business in a monopoly
position?
So far as the SAGA is concern
ed what are your suggestions
in 'this area? Will you climb on
your exhausted "involvement"
steed and joust against the wind
mills of "poor quality" food and
leave another area, the propos
ed rathskeller, for shoddiness
and waste to take root? Dem
onstrate the depth and validity
0

of our concern and we might
be heard.
I used to discount your candi
da_cy, Ann. Pm not laughing any
more. I'm appalled by your cam
paign tactics ("follow not the
false prophet Campbell, oh my
hordes!"), your lack of creative
suggestions (campaign rule #1:
when you've nothing to offer,
discreditQ, and your affinity for
blindness to real things.
By this last, I refer to your
offhand dismissal of support for
revisions to the grading systems, ·
revival of the open-p·eriod,
course evaluation, etc., and the
"irrelevancy" of niy military
background. Is that irrelevant?
I agree that your sex is ir
relevant, but the fact that my
service IS behind me is NOT
irrelevant. It means that I will
be able to r educe my course
load, if the circumstances de
mand it, without fear of the
draft. It means that I have had
the opportunity to xp er i enc e
things in a world that demands
swift critical decisions. It means
a maturity which has been test
ed.
Peace and inner happiness to
all of· you.

Doug Campbell

.c.SUMMER JOBS:J
College MEN and WOMEN ·

Help needed for our
downtown office.

Moloney Speaks O ut
Hi there, it's me again the pretty
coed, Ann Moloney, who shocked
many people (including, I fear, my
opponent) with some opinions in
the last GUARDIAN. Today Iwant
to firm up some ideas and assure
you ~'m still alive, well, and
thinking.
On Earth Day I feel it is very
appropriate we think of our own
campus environment. What good
does it do to harp on pollution
control from our own pile of un
a tt r active trash we have all
dumped in classrooms, cafeter
ias and the parking lot. I would
propose that the university de
velop some anti-litter regula
tions, possibly with ·financial or
puntive penalities (I know it
sounds rather juvenile, but how
else can you treat those who can
not recognize a trash can or an
ash tray). Also I feel student
government should work to beau
tify the campus and the Boy
Scout types should blaze nature
trails through the wooded and
more picturesque areas on cam
pus so that less adventurous
types could enjoy a peaceful walk
with nature.
Food as on almost any other
campus is a major gripe, and my
stomach tells me it should be.
I feel some student involvement is
needed to assure all of us the
right to decent food. I do not
expect it to be as good as our
mothers make, just more edible
than it is now.
Although the Registrar's office
tries I feel that better registra
tion polices are possible. Stu
dents involved with Walker Allen
could I'm sure devise a system
less harrowing to students and
his personnel.
Being a typical woman I could
go on and on on what needs to be
done and how I think it might be
handled. This is what I believe

has caused the lack of apparent
success in student government.
My efforts will be confined to a
few points, you must crawl be
fore you walk, and even an in
stant university needs to slow
down and follow some things to
completion before jumping to the
next.
Vote for me ANN MOLONEY
for STUDENT BODY PR~SIDENT

Pollution
(Continued from page 5)
made them a free good and there
fore outside the relm of interest
of the economist. The rapid dis
appearance of abundance of waste
reservoirs makes for scarcity
or the necessity of attaching
costs to the decision making pro
cess of how to use them.
The above problems appearing
unsoluable serves as the rally
ing point for the other major
g roup in th e environmental
comp. This group views material
progr ess as having some finite
limit and calls for population
control, giving up the idea of
an expanding c.M.P. which they
claim is meaningless if increas
ing portions of it are used to
bring back a clean environment
which was an original endowment
of nature available to man be
fore production takes place and
a reordering of out value system
to place material considerations
low on our list of priorities.
These views are held by a wide
spectrum of biologists conser
vationists and others who for the
most part have it made.
The man without bread tends to
look at Rachel Carson's concern
for robins as being irrelevent
to his problem. Already this
type of reaction is appearing in
such places as Beauford County
s. c. (Famous for this haunting
ly beautiful sea island scenery

and as the place where Senator
Fritz Hollings had to admit that
widespread severe and prolong..
ed malnutrition was evident
a m on g black children in his
state) where the battle lines are
drawn over the location Of a
large dye stuff plant owned by
the German firm of BASF, Re..
sort operators on Hilton Head
Island joined by shrimpers aI¥1
other conservationists have so
far successfully opposed con.
struction of the plant which many
members of the black community
wanted because of the prospect
of 800 high paying jobs in the
p 1 a nt. In addition a summer
"brown out" looms in the North.
East part of the US because of
difficulties encountered by Elec
tric utilities in l ocati ng new
power plants. With the coming of
the time to pay the piper there
are going to be good guys and
bad guys in the environmental
s cene and a good bit of politi
cal fur flying.

Dorm Needs
Staff Members
For Fall
If you're a graduate student,
a senior or a junior who likes
to work with people and enjoys
helping others, staff positions
in Wright state's new r esidence
hall may provide the work ex·
perience you are seeking. Ac·
cording to Larry Ruggieri, As·
sistant Dean of students , 11We1re
looking for indiviudals who want
to get involved, to help others,
and to help develop a program of
campus life that is a worthwhile
supplement to education in the
classroom."
Applications are now avail·
able in the Office of the Dean CJf
Students. The deadline for turn·
ing in applications is April 30.

Work now ·till Sept.
No experience required.
Top s a Ia ·ry.

First National Ba k

Student Persopnel
Director 222-2459

FAIRBORN, OHIO
MEMBER
.FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM
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DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

Phone 878-8681

Choose Keepsake w ith
con fidence and receive th e
famous Keepsake Guarantee
of flawless quality, trade-i n
value and protection
against loss.
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is a voyeuristic orgy of
adultery, combining the
possibilities of McLuhan,
Freud and Lewis Carroll !'
-Andrew Sarris The Village Vo ice
From Columbia Pictures

